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The Spirits Of Ouija Four Decades Of Communication
Gorgeous ouija or spirit board inspired notebook. Large size (8.5' x 8.5"), lined, with the evil eye motif printed on each page -
please see the "look inside" feature. Can also be used as a small portable ouija board for summoning seances on the go! Velvety
finish to the square cover, 120 pages of 90gsm notepaper. Perfect for recording any and every thing, including answers to the
questions asked of the spirits. Available in four pastel colours.
Think the Ouija board is just a game? Think again. For more than a century, the Ouija board has attracted the attention of a wide
variety of people: paranormal thrill-seekers, adventurous adolescents, temperamental teens, tipsy party guests, and even curious
skeptics. Most of the time, those who dabble with the Ouija or other spirit boards experience nothing out of the ordinary. But many
times that's not the case. And many times that extraordinary experience isn't just strange, but downright terrifying. Ouija Board
Nightmares takes a look at some of those terrifying experiences, which range from nightmarish manifestations to actual physical
assaults and demonic possession. While part of the author’s intention is to inform and engage with these scary accounts, the
main objective is to warn. While the Ouija board may be marketed as a harmless game, it is indeed neither. If the accounts in this
book don't convince you of that, then nothing will.
When Alycia and her three best friends bought a Ouija board for some late night entertainment, they came in contact with
something that defies all reason. They find themselves faced with questions that would make others run in fear. Delving into this
frightening unknown, they soon discover they are dealing with a force more powerful than they could possibly understand.
Enlisting some knowledgeable help on supernatural entities, they are introduced to a world they never thought existed. As they try
to maintain the normalcy of their summer break and figure out how to rid themselves of this other worldly being they realize their
lives will never be the same and that some games aren't meant to be played with.
James Merrill’s audacious and dazzling epic poem, The Changing Light at Sandover, remains as startling today as when it first
emerged in separate volumes over a period of several years. Individual parts won the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award,
and the entire poem, when it was collected into one volume in 1982, won the National Book Critics Circle Award. It is now an
American classic, here in a definitive new hardcover edition that includes Voices from Sandover, Merrill’s recasting of the poem
for the stage. The book carries us to the scene of Merrill’s Ouija board sessions with his partner, David Jackson—the candlelit
Stonington dining room with its flame-colored walls and the famous Willowware cup they used as a pointer in their occult travels. In
a shimmering interplay of verse forms, Merrill set down their extended conversations with their familiar and guide, Ephraim (a first-
century Greek Jew), W. H. Auden, W. B. Yeats, Plato, a brilliant peacock named Mirabell, and other old friends who had passed to
the other side. JM (whom the spirits call “scribe”) and DJ (“hand”) are also introduced to the lonely eminence God B (“God
Biology”), his sister Mother Nature, and a host of angels and lesser residents of the empyrean who are variously involved in the
ways of this world. The laughter, the missteps, and the schoolroom frustrations of the earthly pair’s gradual enlightenment make
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this otherworldly journey, finally, and utterly human one. A unique exploration of the writer’s role in a postatomic, postreligious
age, Sandover has been compared to the work of Yeats, Proust, Milton, and Blake. Merrill’s tale of the joys and tragedies of
man’s powers, and his message about the importance of our endangered efforts to make a good life on earth, will stand as one of
the most profound experiences available to readers of poetry.
this is a guide into the spirit world, by using a spirit board or a Ouija board, hear eyewitness stories from people and how the spirit
board change there life, this is unlocking the secret inside the spirit board and you should find answers that you are looking for and
you shall find it inside this book, beware on what you wish for
Traumatized by vicious poltergeist attacks that lasted five years, Barbara Parks never imagined that her deep-rooted fear of ghosts
would disappear. A momentous turning point occurs when, still mourning the sudden death of a beloved friend, she receives a
miraculous visit from him. This joyous experience marks her first step toward healing—and opening up to the world of spirit. In the
Presence of Spirits chronicles Barbara’s uplifting journey of gradually accepting the clairvoyant gifts that allow her to see spirits.
She shares dramatic and heartwarming stories of spirits who turn up everywhere: at home, on vacation, and accompanying her
patients. From the departed uncle who protects Barbara’s young children to the child spirits who bring comfort to their parents,
these amazing true tales are convincing reminders that our loved ones are never far away.
"Fascinating. . . . A fun and thorough look at how humans have tried to communicate with the dead over time."—Library Journal "An
impressive piece of research. . . . A must-read for anyone fascinated with Spiritualism."—Alma Katsu, author of The Deep and The
Hunger Calling the Spirits investigates the eerie history of our conversations with the dead, from necromancy in Homer’s Odyssey
to the emergence of Spiritualism, when Victorians were entranced by mediums and the seance was born. Among our cast are the
Fox sisters, teenagers surrounded by “spirit rappings;” Daniel Dunglas Home, the “greatest medium of all time;” Houdini and Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, whose unlikely friendship was forged, then riven, by the afterlife; and Helen Duncan, the medium whose trial
in 1944 for witchcraft proved more popular to the public than news about the war. The book also considers Ouija boards, modern
psychics and paranormal investigations, and is illustrated with engravings, fine art (from beyond), and photographs. A hugely
entertaining contribution from the supernaturally adept Lisa Morton, Calling the Spirits begs the question: is anybody there . . . ?
TV's popular Ghost Hunters reveal all-new, never-before-told stories from their spooky early investigations! For the first time ever,
Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson, founders of The Atlantic Paranormal Society (T.A.P.S.), share their most memorable and spine-
tingling early cases -- none of which has ever appeared on television. Beginning with the previously untold experiences that
sparked their passion for ghost hunting, Jason and Grant's bone-chilling investigations uncover: • A Connecticut woman who
seems to exist in two places at once • A little girl whose invisible playmate retaliates against her father's punishments • A man
overcome by an evil entity as Jason and Grant survey his home • A distraught woman who dreams of paranormal events before
she experiences them...and much more! Jason and Grant didn't always have the fancy scientific equipment and experienced team
that fans now watch on their smash-hit television show. As they share their hair-raising first experiences, they offer essential tips
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for budding paranormal investigators -- including how to use an electromagnetic field (EMF) meter and an infrared camera,
determine if a supernatural phenomenon is good or evil, and deal with spirits. Whether you're a skeptic or a believer, these
fascinating and frightening true stories will keep you up at night!
Learn How to Successfully Communicate with Spirits Would you like to: Develop your natural ESP abilities? Communicate with those who
have passed on? Obtain information to which others do not have access? Prove the existence of life after death to yourself? Learn the key to
all successful spirit communication? "How to Communicate with Spirits: Seances, Ouija Boards and Summoning" begins with a history of
spirit communication, addresses the influences of popular media on the public's perception of it and gives reasons for its hypocritical
suppression by the state. Then, it gives practical instructions and advice for successful spirit communication, including how to: Conduct a
traditional seance; begin your own mediumship development circle; do automatic writing; hold a dumb supper; use a Ouija board as a
paranormal research tool; summon angels (including the fallen ones); and get rid of unwelcome spirits. This book provides insights into the
nature of ghosts, angels and demons and gives tips for better communication with them. It takes a fearless, no-fluff approach to the subject.
Developing your ability to communicate with spirits can help you to: Improve your creative abilities. Learn the whereabouts of lost people,
animals or things. Send and receive messages to and from the spirit world to help yourself and others. Conduct your own experiments into
the nature of life after death. Obtain a greater understanding of the nature of the world we live in.
Understand that the world in which we commonly exist is beyond what we've been told or taught. It is not limited by what we can only
perceive with our senses. Instead, what actually exists is a promising world that is rich in its expression and ripe in its possibilities. These
expressions are supportive, expansive and infinite to each individual. Say goodbye to the old paradigms of the mundane. Welcome to the
esoteric teachings of the profane! In The Spirit of Alchemy, author Karen A. Dahlman sheds light on the secret teachings of alchemy that
detail this cosmic blueprint. Exploring this science of spiritual truths, the author continues to share in great detail her "Esoteric Ouija" work,
poignant synchronistic stories and edgy, thought-provoking concepts that will lead you on the most magical and mystical journey of
transformation and inspiration.
Written by a certified and practicing medium, this practical text relates fantastic stories from real-life psychics that run the gamut of spiritual
entity encounters.
Examines ancient legends and myths, contemporary eyewitness stories and the latest scientific discoveries about spirit communications.
The Spirit of Creativity: Embodying Your Soul's Passion is a timely book that addresses our growing need to live the creative life. It reminds
us that creativity is the energy of our life force and exists within every aspect of our lives. Creativity is not something you learn; it is something
you are. Through the author's background and practice as an art psychotherapist and hypnotherapist, Karen invites you to tap into and
unleash your own unique forms of creativity and evolve beyond the stereotypical belief that being creative is reserved only for the artistic elite.
As a way to ingest the empowering teachings of this book, you'll be guided through varying experiential exercises, including journal writing,
art-making, visualization, meditation, and self-hypnosis—all techniques to begin experiencing the flow of creative energy within your life. You
too can lead the creative life and have amazing events unfold of your own volition. All you have to do is remember, reclaim and embody your
creative passion in tangible ways. This book shows you how to do exactly that!
Inspired by TRUE EVENTS. On an American college campus in 1987, three students began playing a seemingly innocent game of contacting
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the dead. This is their story.
Sometimes the past endures—and sometimes it never lets go. This best-selling debut by an award-winning writer is both an eerie
contemporary ghost story and a dread-inducing psychological thriller. Maggie is a successful young artist who has had bad luck with men.
Her last put her in the hospital and, after she’s healed physically, left her needing to get out of London to heal mentally and find a place of
quiet that will restore her creative spirit. On the rugged west coast of Ireland, perched on a wild cliff side, she spies the shell of a cottage that
dates back to Great Famine and decides to buy it. When work on the house is done, she invites her dealer to come for the weekend to
celebrate along with a couple of women friends, one of whom will become his wife. On the boozy last night, the other friend pulls out an Ouija
board. What sinister thing they summon, once invited, will never go. Ireland is a country haunted by its past. In Billy O'Callaghan's hands, its
terrible beauty becomes a force of inescapable horror that reaches far back in time, before the Famine, before Christianity, to a pagan place
where nature and superstition are bound in an endless knot.
A fresh and thoroughly modern take on Afterlife communication. Claire Broad is known as the Honest Medium, in What the Dead are Trying
to Teach Claire shares invaluable insights into life after death gained through her own experience, whilst also drawing on the most up-to-date
scientific studies on consciousness. As a young child, Claire experienced psychic phenomena, as she grew older her experiences and the
communications she received became stronger, resulting in Spirit teachers making their presence known and guiding her. Naturally analytical
and now an adult, Claire was forced to question the validity of her experiences against the common academic opinion surrounding survival
after physical death and embarked upon a life long quest for the truth. In her refreshingly down to earth, honest and open manner, Claire
shares personal stories to bring comfort and hope to many whilst highlighting findings from consciousness studies that challenge our
understanding of the world and encourage us to consider our true nature and full potential. Claire teaches us why we may have confidence
there is life after death, how we can heal and awaken spiritually through the therapeutic practice of mediumship and most importantly what
we can learn from those already on the other side in order to make the most of this life whilst we are here. By the end of this compelling book,
readers will have an understanding that we all have a natural connection to the spirit world and will have gained tips and tools to deepen this
connection; that death is an illusion; that our loved ones can visit us after their passing and that we can learn to recognise the signs; that
genuine mediumship is a therapeutic practice and why visiting a medium is nothing to be feared; that spirit guides gently support us all; that it
is natural for a child to display psychic ability and what you can do to support a child that does; that there is scientific research to support the
validity of mediumship and psychic ability and that it is possible to seek evidence for survival as well as keeping faith.
You can communicate with your deceased loved ones. Whatever your questions about seances, spirits, or the mediums
who contact them, this intriguing overview gives you the answers: What proof is there of a life after death? Can anyone
become a medium? Can you contact angels through a medium? Does your body get "taken over" by a spirit when you're
a medium?
I have always been fascinated by secrets... So begins Annie Wilder's collection of true family ghost stories, gathered from
old letters and family genealogy books or told around the dinner table. From her Irish great-grandpa outsmarting the
death coach to her German great-great-grandma seeing a falling star each time one of her children died, these personal
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vignettes illuminate the mysteries of the spirit world. Spooky at times but also poignant and humorous, these stories are
brought to life with vintage photographs. They include true tales of a haunted hotel, a magical bookstore, and a faceless
ghost girl who haunted Annie's mother for decades. You'll explore a wide variety of odd or mystical topics, from spirit
guides to astral travel, totem animals, and premonitions. Along with fascinating insights from prominent psychics, this
book includes simple protection rituals and a ceremony to honor your own family in spirit.
The Spirits of OuijaFour Decades of Communication
A guide to deliverance ministry explains the biblical record and clarifies what a deliverance ministry is and how it
functions in the church of today.
Explores this dark aspect of folklore and religion and the role that demons play in the modern world. Includes numerous
entries documenting beliefs about demons and demonology from ancient history to the present.
What if you discovered that Kurt Cobain was not only alive, but might be your real father? This nuanced and bittersweet
YA debut will keep you guessing until the end. “Utterly gorgeous. Mesmerizing. Hypnotic. I love this book.” —Jennifer
Niven, New York Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places Nico Cavan has been adrift since her mother vanished
when she was four—maternal abandonment isn’t exactly something you can just get over. Staying invisible at school is
how she copes—that and listening to alt music and summoning spirits on the Ouija board with her best friend and
coconspirator in sarcasm, Obe. But when a chance discovery opens a window onto her mom’s wild past, it sparks an
idea in her brain that takes hold and won’t let go. On a ferry departing Seattle, Nico encounters a slight blond guy with
piercing blue eyes wearing a hooded jacket. Something in her heart tells her that this feeling she has might actually be
the truth, so she follows him to a remote cabin in the Pacific Northwest. When she is stranded there by a winter storm,
fear and darkness collide, and the only one who can save Nico might just be herself.
This book is my "Ouija Tell All" 40-year odyssey spent communicating with my spirit friends from the Great Beyond! They
speak of personally-relevant insights, spiritual knowledge and truths, beneficial healing, closure on grief, opening to
greatness, developing your empowerment, spiritual growth and soul evolution, to name a few. In "The Spirits of Ouija -
Four Decades of Communication," I share with the reader the unfair misconceptions Ouija has received over the years,
from its fall from grace of the parlor rooms of yesteryear to the forgotten dark corners of today's closets. I provide the how
to's, the don'ts, the warnings, the recommendations, and identify various consciousness with whom I've communicated.
1-800-OUIJA4U: it's basically a wireless, cosmic phone and I explain how it works and how you too can use it. Come
read stories of animal communication, specifically with the pets we love dead and alive! Yes, I said "alive." Plus, you'll
learn how to use Ouija to tap into your own divine guidance, your Higher Self, and learn to listen to this guiding principle
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that resides within. All the while, I share actual accounts from my sessions, including the various entities you can meet,
what happens when we are dead, and what happens in between lives. Get ready for a phenomenal exploration into
consciousness. Join me as I take you behind the veil to meet my spirit friends, up close and personal. A whole new world
is awaiting you. This book is a must read!
The award-winning novelist shares her insights into the life of a major American poet as she explores the relationship
between James Merrill and his long-time partner, David Jackson, and its influence on Merrill's acclaimed work. 12,000
first printing.
In this book, we fight not against flesh and blood; it is about many agendas. Satan and the spirit world of spirit persons, demons, have set
their goals to accomplish against Jehovah God's creation of the human race, which have brought spiritual conflicts across the earth and
which the human race are not aware of. Human beings believe their fight is against flesh and blood, which it isn't. Our fight is against wicked
spirit persons, demons, real and alive spirit persons, who have entered multitudes of human bodies to do whatever it takes to accomplish
their goals, which there are many. Neither age nor gender is no exception in accomplishing their goals. Children of all ages are in some kind
of spiritual conflict. Why was prayer abolished out of their school system? Why is the name of Jesus Christ, the Son of God not to be used or
spoken of on such campuses? Why can't they pray in the name of Jesus when others around them pray to their gods openly? In these
writings there are many answers to questions people in general like to know, but won't ask; even adults want to ask. I've been in spiritual
warfare or conflict my entire life. I have seen Satan, the devil, several times, whom God revealed to me. Satan and demons are real spirit
persons as any human being on the earth. I've dialogued with the devil, not knowing that it was Satan transitioned as a real person, a human
being. God revealed to me who Satan was. He walks the earth today as a human being, which only God can identify Satan as a man, a real
person, yet spirit being Satan spirit of deception in control, who passes the power of influence over every alcoholic and alcoholism throughout
the entire world. The world needs to know the "truth." There isn't any medical cure for the alcoholic nor alcoholism anywhere throughout the
entire world. Why isn't there? Because alcoholism is not a medical problem; it is a demonically controlled problem, controlled by alcohol of
spirit persons. Demons who have entered human bodies and only by Jesus Christ's name can cure or cast these alcohol demons out of the
human bodies. There is no other-I reiterate, there is no other prominent cure but in the name of Jesus Christ. Jehovah God is my witness of
this truth and testimony. I was held in bondage and control for nearly forty years, demon-possessed and demonically controlled by alcohol
demons, not knowing my condition until I called out to God and God cured me. I heard voices in my head for as many years; the voices also
left. My cure came on March 18, 1984. I've never drunk nor had the urge to drink nor the desire to drink nor smoked another cigarette since
that day. God is my witness of this testimony!
This practical guide summarizes the principles of working with dying patients and their families as influenced by the commoner world religions
and secular philosophies. It also outlines the main legal requirements to be followed by those who care for the dying following the death of the
patient. The first part of the book provides a reflective introduction to the general influences of world religions on matters to do with dying,
death and grief. It considers the sometimes conflicting relationships between ethics, religion, culture and personal philosophies and how
these differences impact on individual cases of dying, death and loss. The second part describes the general customs and beliefs of the
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major religions that are encountered in hospitals, hospices, care homes and home care settings. It also includes discussion of non-religious
spirituality, humanism, agnosticism and atheism. The final part outlines key socio-legal aspects of death across the UK. Death, Religion and
Law provides key knowledge, discussion and reflection for dealing with the diversity of the everyday care of dying and death in different
religious, secular and cultural contexts. It is an important reference for practitioners working with dying patients, their families and the
bereaved.
“Provocative, insightful, and enlightening—a foray into an often-neglected topic that merits more attention than it typically receives.” --Lee
Strobel, New York Times bestselling author of The Case for Christ What is Our Fascination with the Other Side? Join investigative reporter
Billy Hallowell as he delves into the strange phenomena of supernatural activity. Themes of demonic possession, exorcism, and ghosts have
overtaken Hollywood, with countless films and TV shows delving into the age-old struggle against evil. But the question is why? Even with so
much focus on the topic, there seems to be very little public knowledge and discussion about the theology and real-life claims surrounding
demons. Quite often, many people remain silent about their experiences or resort to quietly whispering about what they’ve seen, heard, or
felt for fear of being labeled as crazy. The truth is, even pastors, priests, and clergy who have observed firsthand accounts of possession and
deliverance can succumb to the strange and terrifying effects of intense spiritual warfare. For people of faith, Playing with Fire addresses
these core questions: Are demons active today? If they do indeed exist, what are they? Fallen angels? Nephilim? Can demons inhabit human
beings? According to the Bible, can people die and remain behind as “ghosts”? Playing with Fire explores the theological underpinnings
surrounding the supernatural. Relying on firsthand accounts, newspaper reports, and Christian experts, Hallowell takes readers through the
various views and perspectives surrounding supernatural activity.
It is said that an Ouija board can be used to contact the spirit world, and when 15-year-old boarding school students Jonathan and his friend
Malthe find just such a board in an abandoned house, they decide to try it with their friends. Soon, they come to rue the day they first laid
eyes on that cursed board… “Afraid of the Dark” is a series of books for children and young adults, who love a good scare.
This book is a true tour-de-force of esoteric subjects which I find so utterly fascinating."" -Brad Olsen, author of Modern Esoteric: Beyond Our
Senses ""In this book Ryan Daniel has done extraordinary work on behalf the of the forces of light. I am astonished by the colossal amount of
lore he has gathered from different traditions around the world...It reminds me of the great baggy monsters of monsters of books that
Victorian scholars used to write."" -Mark Booth, author of The Sacred History ""In his riveting book, The Grand Illusion: Slaves to Perception,
author Ryan Gable takes us on an eye-opening journey through time, traditions, theories and institutions by examining commonly accepted
belief systems and mindfully stepping outside of the proverbial box of spoon-fed assumptions about history and life."" -Karen A. Dahlman,
author of The Spirits of Ouija: Four Decades of Communication ""We applaud activists like Ryan Gable..."" -Richard Gage, head of Architects
and Engineers for 9/11 Truth
DARKEST WEEKLY PLANNER UNDATED and OUIJA BOARD Preview here: www.workoncolor.com/archivio/preview_128_darkeng.jpg This
Weekly Planner has no date, so you can start whenever you want. Take control of your time, expenses, appointments and beyond! There is
also a page with a complete OUIJA Board for communicate with the spirits (this functionality is not guaranteed... it depends on the spirits
mood, of course). --------------------------------------------------------------------- Book Details:You can use for personal, work, witchcraft, to do list,
small diary for note of the day and all purposes. Size 12,85 x 19,84 cm, paperback. Printed on quality paper. 4 pages for Monthly To-Do lists.
2 pages for Monthly Bills. 1 pages for Annual Expenses. 1 pages for Income. 2 pages for the Goals of the year. 108 pages for 54 Weeks
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without dates. Fill In Your Own Dates! One week displayed on two page spread to have a look at glance of your personal commitments. 4
pages for Notes, 4 pages for Telephone/Address. 1 final page for Ouija Board to communicate with spirits! Light weight. Easy to carry
around... and hide! --------------------------------------------------------------------- tag: Calendars, weekly planner, notebook, Appointment Organizer,
weekly planner, Appointment Organizer, weekly engagement, Monthly, calendar, Journal Notebook, 2020, ouija, ouija board
It seems that everywhere we look these days, we see more and more people carrying weight. To someone on the outside, they may only see
the unhealthy side effects of poor diet and pass judgements on the person’s ability to care for themselves. What may not be seen is the deep
layers of emotional baggage that this person is carrying and their lack of self-love that ultimately affects their choices when caring or
ultimately not caring for themselves. The baggage is really layering what we have acquired throughout this lifetime and others, and it has
manifested into physical weight that we carry in our bodies, emotional weight, and spiritual weight in the form of karma. The purpose of this
book is to teach you how to release this weight from your spirit, mind, and body. I have learned from my own experience that to truly lose
weight, we must complete the inner work of all the aspects of our lives. By looking at those difficult pieces of ourselves that is our weight, we
bring to the surface many destructive emotions. By working through these emotions and facing them, rather than stuffing them away, we are
able to overcome this weight once and for all. This book is not really about changing your diet but, instead, is about transforming all aspects
of yourself and changing your life!
The gospels hold the key to why pastors get up every Sunday to preach. They are the "good news"--the pinnacle--of the Christian faith. But in
order to preach from them with truth, clarity, and confidence, you'll need the right tools. Preaching the Four Gospels with Confidence is a
book written for pastors who love Jesus and want to preach the Gospel well. With a compelling voice, Steven D. Mathewson offers sound
scriptural advice, provides bibliographic tips for further study, and quotes from well-known and respected biblical scholars including: G.K.
Beale Craig S. Keener D.A. Carson Additionally, Mathewson will teach you how to negotiate the common challenges that arise while
preaching from the gospels. Problems such as: How to interpret the gospels in relation to the rest of the New Testament How to rightly handle
the Jewish and Greco-Roman context of the gospels How to affirm the authority of the four gospels over the "lost gospels" This not a "how to
preach" book; it is a how to preach well handbook that you'll want to reference again and again as you prepare sermons from the gospels.
First English translation of Victor Hugo’s writings on his experiments in spiritualism • Reveals Hugo’s conversations with renowned
discarnate entities such as Shakespeare, Plato, Galileo, and Jesus • Examines his contacts with aliens from the planets Mercury and Jupiter
and the revelation that our entire universe is a quantum hologram • Discusses Hugo’s possible role as a grand master of the Priory of Sion
During Victor Hugo’s exile on the Isle of Jersey, where he and his family and friends escaped the reign of Napoléon III, he conducted “table-
tapping” séances, transcribing hundreds of channeled conversations with entities from the beyond. Among his discarnate visitors were
Shakespeare, Plato, Hannibal, Rousseau, Galileo, Sir Walter Scott, and Jesus. According to the transcripts, Jesus, during his three visits,
condemns Druidism, faults Christianity, and suggests a new religion with Hugo as its prophet. To the skeptic, some of the “conversations”
may seem self-serving--at best, the subconscious wishes of the naïve participants. But author John Chambers places Hugo’s experiments
firmly in the tradition of visionary literature and psychic exploration, aligning those experiences with the poetry of William Blake, the table-
tapping experiences of the Fox sisters, and the channeled writings of the great modern-day Pulitzer Prize-winning poet James Merrill, whose
spirits’ utterances uncannily resemble those of Hugo’s. Hugo’s transcriptions are the missing link between the early nineteenth century’s
fascination with the kabbalistic Zohar, reincarnation, and the writings of the Illuminati and the rise of spiritualism and the societies for the
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study of psychic phenomena in the latter nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
When drugs and gang graffiti upset a quiet town in Pennsylvania's Pocono mountains, a local pastor teams up with a New Age shop owner to
track down the culprits.
Rosie Moon is a sixteen year old farm girl growing up in the southernmost foothills of Appalachia in Northwest Alabama. Her story begins in
the summer of 1969 when relatives come to spend the summer in her small mountain community of Ben Johnson Ridge. She takes a special
interest in her youngest cousin, a ten year old girl named Janie Noble; a child filled with grief, anger and guilt after witnessing her father’s
suicide. During that passionate season of free love Rosie and Janie become almost inseparable as tragedy and danger force them into a
family bond of survival when a mostly benevolent ancestral ghost is unleashed into their lives. This long-dead ancestor reveals himself as a
medical doctor who practiced after the Civil War, and leads them on a precarious treasure hunt. The girls are forced to seek refuge and
embark on an adventurous journey in the summer of 1970, where they learn no good deed goes unpunished, yet erudition eludes the lesson.
As one good deed follows another, the girls become entangled in legalities, finding their actions potentially libel, with possible criminal
prosecution, all the while still facing Doc Campbell in vividly detailed dreams during the late night side of morning.
After love magic, money magic is the most often worked. Everybody needs money. Even the “spiritual” types who claim to be above
mundane matters can't sponge off their friends and relatives forever. Money magic works, but money will seldom fall from the sky into the
s[ellcaster's hand. The money usually comes through some ordinary, though possibly unexpected means. This book includes job spells,
business success spells, spells to banish debts, and spells to collect debts. There is even a spell to find money. Some of the spells enlist the
aid of powerful spirits to help you achieve money and wealth. This book also includes instructions for using divination to predict winners and
win lotteries. Just about every way to use magic to make money is covered.
Part fascinating history and part practical manual, this engaging guide takes the position that the Ouija Board is indeed as powerful as its
detractors claim, revealing the dark secrets and hidden truths of this curious, enduring “game.”
1919 Introduction by Sir W. F. Barrett. Contents: Introductory; Personality of the Control; Communicator-Evidence of the Survival; Telepathy
& Automatism; "Prevision"; Mediumship & the Mental Sensations of the Medium; Psychometry Through the Med.
It's not just a game. As far as Elaine Morris is concerned, the Ouija board is just a game she played at sleepovers as a kid. But her best
friend, Debbie, has been messing around with one recently--and claims she's starting to hear strange noises around the house. 'Laine thinks
Debbie is a total dork for getting spooked, until Debbie dies in a horrible and haunting way. Desperate to figure out what really happened to
her friend, 'Laine starts using the Ouija board to uncover its mystery. She soon learns that something sinister has come through the board,
and it's not ready to say GOOD-BYE. Read this heart-stopping novel before seeing the major motion picture!
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